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Abstract

We present the first static approach that systematically detects potential double-fetch vulnerabilities in the Linux kernel. Using a pattern-based analysis, we identified 90 double fetches in the Linux kernel. 57 of these occur in drivers, which previous dynamic approaches were unable to detect without access to the corresponding hardware. We manually investigated the 90 occurrences, and inferred three typical scenarios in which double fetches occur. We discuss each of them in detail. We further developed a static analysis, based on the Coccinelle matching engine, that detects double-fetch situations which can cause kernel vulnerabilities. When applied to the Linux, FreeBSD, and Android kernels, our approach found six previously unknown double-fetch bugs, four of them in drivers, three of which are exploitable double-fetch vulnerabilities. All of the identified bugs and vulnerabilities have been confirmed and patched by maintainers. Our approach has been adopted by the Coccinelle team and is currently being integrated into the Linux kernel patch vetting. Based on our study, we also provide practical solutions for anticipating double-fetch bugs and vulnerabilities. We also provide a solution to automatically patch detected double-fetch bugs.

1 Introduction

The wide use of multi-core hardware is making concurrent programs increasingly pervasive, especially in operating systems, real-time systems and computing intensive systems. However, concurrent programs are also notorious for difficult to detect concurrency bugs. Real-world concurrency bugs can be categorized into three types: atomicity-violation bugs, order-violation bugs, and deadlocks [20].

A data race is another common situation in concurrent programs. It occurs when two threads are accessing one shared memory location, at least one of the two accesses is a write, and the relative ordering of the two accesses is not enforced by any synchronization primitives [30, 15]. Data races usually lead to concurrency bugs because they can cause atomicity-violations [22, 21, 23] or order-violations [33, 40]. In addition to occurring between two threads, data races can also happen across the kernel and user space. Serna [32] was the first to use the term “double fetch” to describe a Windows kernel vulnerability due to a race condition in which the kernel fetches the same user space data twice. A double-fetch bug occurs when the kernel reads and uses the same value that resides in the user space twice (expecting it to be identical both times), while a concurrently running user thread can modify the value in the time window between the two kernel reads. Double-fetch bugs introduce data inconsistencies in the kernel code, leading to exploitable vulnerabilities such as buffer overflows [1, 32, 14, 37].

Jurczyk and Coldwind [14] were the first to study double fetches systematically. Their dynamic approach detected double fetches by tracing memory accesses and they discovered a series of double-fetch vulnerabilities in the Windows kernel. However, their dynamic approach can achieve only limited coverage. In particular, it cannot be applied to code that needs corresponding hardware to be executed, so device drivers cannot be analyzed without access to the device or a simulation of it. Thus, their analysis cannot cover the entirety of the kernel. In fact, their approach has not discovered any double-fetch vulnerability in Linux, FreeBSD or OpenBSD [13]. Besides, Jurczyk and Coldwind have brought attention to not only on how to find but also on how to exploit double-fetch vulnerabilities. Instructions on how to exploit double fetches have recently become publicly available [11]. Thus, auditing kernels, in particular drivers, for double-fetch vulnerabilities has become urgent.

Device drivers are critical kernel-level programs that bridge hardware and software by providing interfaces between the operating system and the devices attached to the system. Drivers are a large part of current operat-
ing systems, e.g., 44% of the Linux 4.5 source files belong to drivers. Drivers were found to be particularly bug-prone kernel components. Chou et al. [7] empirically showed that the error-rate in device drivers is about ten times higher than in any other parts of the kernel. Swift et al. [34] also found that 85% of system crashes in Windows XP can be blamed on driver errors. Furthermore, Ryzhyk et al. [29] found that 19% of the bugs in drivers were concurrency bugs, and most of them were data races or deadlocks.

Because drivers are such a critical point of failure in kernels, they must be analyzed for security vulnerabilities even when their corresponding hardware is not available. Indeed, 26% of the Linux kernel source files belong to hardware architectures other than x86 which cannot be analyzed with Jurczyk and Coldwind’s x86-based technique. Thus, dynamic analysis is not a viable, affordable approach. Therefore, we developed a static pattern-based approach to identify double fetches in the Linux kernel, including the complete space of drivers. We identified 90 double fetches which we then investigated and categorized into three typical scenarios in which double fetches occur. We found that most double fetches are not double-fetch bugs because although the kernel fetches the same data twice, it only uses the data from one of the two fetches. We therefore refined the static pattern-based approach to detect actual double-fetch bugs and vulnerabilities, and analyzed Linux, Android and FreeBSD with it.

We found that most of the double fetches in Linux 4.5 occur in drivers (57/90) and so do most of the identified double-fetch bugs (4/5). This means dynamic analysis methods fail to detect a majority of double fetch bugs, unless researchers have access to the complete range of hardware compatible with the kernel they analyze. This is confirmed by a comparison with Bochspwn, a dynamic analysis approach, which was unable to find any double-fetch bug in Linux 3.5.0 [13] where our approach finds three. In summary, we make the following contributions in this paper:

(1) First systematic study of double fetches in the Linux kernel. We present the first (to the best of our knowledge) study of double fetches in the complete Linux kernel, including an analysis of how and why a double fetch occurs. We used pattern matching to automatically identify 90 double-fetch situations in the Linux kernel, and investigated those candidates by manually reviewing the kernel source. We categorize the identified double fetches into three typical scenarios (type selection, size checking, shallow copy) in which double fetches are prone to occur, and illustrate each scenario with a detailed double fetch case analysis. Most (57/90) of the identified double fetches occur in drivers.

(2) A pattern-based double-fetch bug detection approach. We developed a static pattern-based approach to detect double-fetch bugs1. The approach has been implemented on the Coccinelle program matching and transformation engine [17] and has been adapted for checking the Linux, FreeBSD, and Android kernels. It is the first approach able to detect double-fetch vulnerabilities in the complete kernel including all drivers and all hardware architectures. Our approach has been adopted by the Coccinelle team and is currently being integrated into the Linux kernel patch vetting through Coccinelle.

(3) Identification of six double-fetch bugs. In total, we found six real double-fetch bugs. Four are in the drivers of Linux 4.5 and three of them are exploitable vulnerabilities. Moreover, all four driver-related double-fetch bugs belong to the same size checking scenario. The bugs have been confirmed by the Linux maintainers and have been fixed in new versions as a result of our reports. One double-fetch vulnerability has been found in the Android 6.0.1 kernel, which was already fixed in newer Linux kernels.

(4) Strategies for double-fetch bug prevention. Based on our study, we propose five solutions to anticipate double-fetch bugs and we implemented one of the strategies in a tool that automatically patches double-fetch bugs.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents relevant background on memory access in Linux, specifically in Linux drivers, and on how double-fetch bugs occur. Section 3 introduces our approach to double fetch detection, including our analysis process, the categorization of the identified double fetches into three scenarios, and what we learned from the identified double-fetch bugs. Section 4 presents the evaluation of our work, including statistics on the manual analysis and the results of applying our approach to the Linux, FreeBSD, and Android kernels. Section 5 discusses the detected bugs, implications of double-fetch bug prevention, an interpretation of our findings, as well as limitations of our approach. Related work is discussed in Section 6, followed by conclusions.

2 Background

We provide readers with a reminder of how data is exchanged between the Linux kernel and its drivers and the user space, and of how race conditions and double-fetch bugs can occur within this framework.

---

1Our analysis is available at https://github.com/UCL-CREST/doublefetch
2.1 Kernel/User Space Protection

In modern computer systems, memory is divided into kernel space and user space. The kernel space is where the kernel code executes and where its internal data is stored, while the user space is where normal user processes run. Each user space process resides in its own address space, and can only address memory within that space. Those virtual address spaces are mapped onto physical memory by the kernel in such a way that isolation between separate spaces is guaranteed. The kernel also has its own independent address space.

Special schemes are provided by the operating system to exchange data between kernel and user space. In Windows, we can use the device input and output control (IOCTL) method, or a shared memory object which is very similar to shared memory regions. In Linux and FreeBSD, functions are provided to safely transfer data between kernel space and user space which we call transfer functions. For instance, Linux has four often used transfer functions, copy_from_user(), copy_to_user(), get_user(), and put_user(), that copy single values or an arbitrary amount of data to and from user space in a safe way. Transfer functions not only exchange data between kernel and user space but also provide a protection mechanism against invalid memory access, such as illegal addresses or page faults. Therefore, any double fetch in Linux will involve multiple invocations of transfer functions.

2.2 Memory Access in Drivers

Device drivers are kernel components responsible for enabling the kernel to communicate with and make use of hardware devices connected to the system. Drivers have typical characteristics, such as support for synchronous and asynchronous operations and the ability to be opened multiple times [8]. Drivers are critical to security because faults in them can result in vulnerabilities that grant control of the whole system. Finally, drivers often have to copy messages of variable type or variable length from the user space to the hardware, and, as we will see later, this often leads to double-fetch situations that cause vulnerabilities.

In Linux, all devices have a file representation which can be accessed from user space to interact with the hardware’s driver. The kernel creates a file in the /dev directory for each driver, with which user space processes can interact using file input/output system calls. The driver provides implementations of all file related operations, including read() and write() functions. In such functions, the driver needs to fetch the data from

2 https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/kb/191840

the user space (in write) or copy data to the user space (in read). The driver uses the transfer functions to do so, and again, any double fetch will involve multiple invocations of transfer functions.

2.3 Double Fetch

A double fetch is a special case of a race condition that occurs in memory access between the kernel and user space. The first vulnerability of this type was presented by Serna [32] in a report on Windows double-fetch vulnerabilities. Technically, a double fetch takes place within a kernel function, such as a syscall, which is invoked by a user application from user mode. As illustrated in Figure 1, the kernel function fetches a value twice from the same memory location in the user space, the first time to check and verify it and the second time to use it (note that the events are on a timeline from left to right, but the user data is the same object all the time). Meanwhile, within the time window between the two kernel fetches, a concurrently running user thread modifies the value. Then, when the kernel function fetches the value a second time to use it, it gets a different value, which will not only result in a different computation outcome, but may cause a buffer overflow, a null-pointer crash or even worse consequences.

To avoid confusion, we use the term double fetch or double-fetch situation in this paper to represent all the situations in which the kernel fetches the same user data more than once, and a so-called double fetch can be further divided into the following cases:

Benign double fetch: A benign double fetch is a case that will not cause harm, owing to additional protection schemes or because the double-fetched value is not used twice (details will be discussed in Section 5.3).

Harmful double fetch: A harmful double fetch or a double-fetch bug is a double fetch that could actually cause failures in the kernel in specific situations, e.g., a race condition that could be triggered by a user process.

Double-fetch vulnerability: A double-fetch bug can also turn into a double-fetch vulnerability once the consequence caused by the race condition is exploitable, such
as through a buffer overflow, causing privilege escalation, information leakage or kernel crash.

In this paper, we investigate both harmful double fetches and benign double fetches. Even though benign double fetches are currently not vulnerable, some of them can turn into harmful ones when the code is changed or updated in the future (when the double-fetched data is reused). Moreover, some benign double fetches can cause performance degradation when one of the fetches is redundant (discussed in Section 5).

Double-fetch vulnerabilities occur not only in the Windows kernel [14], but also in the Linux kernel. Figure 2 shows a double-fetch bug in Linux 2.6.9, which was reported as CVE-2005-2490. In file `compat.c`, when the user-controlled content is copied to the kernel by `sendmsg()`, the same user data is accessed twice without a sanity check at the second time. This can cause a kernel buffer overflow and therefore could lead to a privilege escalation. The function `cmsghdr_from_usercompat_to_kern()` works in two steps: it first examines the parameters in the first loop (line 151) and copies the data in the second loop (line 184). However, only the first fetch (line 152) of `ucmlen` is checked (lines 156–161) before use, whereas after the second fetch (line 185) there are no checks be-

---

Figure 2: Double-Fetch Vulnerability in Linux 2.6.9

---

Figure 3: Double Fetch with Transfer Functions

---

Plenty of approaches have been proposed for data race detection at memory access level. Static approaches analyze the program without running it [35, 28, 12, 6, 10, 19, 38]. However, their major disadvantage is that they generate a large number of false reports due to lack the full execution context of the program. Dynamic approaches execute the program to verify data races [31, 16, 15], checking whether a race could cause a program failure in executions. Dynamic approaches usually control the active thread scheduler to trigger specific interleavings to increase the probability of a bug manifestation [41]. Nevertheless, the runtime overhead is a severe problem and testing of driver code requires the support of specific hardware or a dedicated simulation. Unfortunately, none of the existing data race detection approaches (whether static or dynamic) can be applied to double-fetch bug detection directly, for the following reasons:

1. A double-fetch bug is caused by a race condition between kernel and user space, which is different from a common data race because the race condition is separated by the kernel and user space. For a data race, the read and write operations exist in the same address space, and most of the previous approaches detect data races by identifying all read and write operations accessing the same memory location. However, things are different for a double-fetch bug. The kernel only contains two reads while the write resides in the user thread. Moreover, the double-fetch bug exists if there is a possibility that the kernel fetches and uses the same memory location twice, as a malicious user process can specifically be designed to write between the first and second fetch.

2. The involvement of the kernel makes a double-fetch bug different from a data race in the way of accessing data. In Linux, fetching data from user space to kernel space relies on the specific parameters passed to transfer functions (e.g., `copy_from_user()` and `get_user()`) rather than dereferencing the user pointer directly, which means the regular data race detection approaches based on pointer dereference are not applicable anymore.
Moreover, a double-fetch bug in Linux is more complicated than a common data race or a double-fetch bug in Windows. As shown in Figure 3, a double-fetch bug in Linux requires a first fetch that copies the data, usually followed by a first check or use of the copied data, then a second fetch that copies the same data again, and a second use of the same data. Although the double fetch can be located by matching the patterns of fetch operations, the use of the fetched data varies a lot. For example, in addition to being used for validation, the first fetched value can be possibly copied to somewhere else for later use, which means the first use (or check) could be temporally absent. Besides, the fetched value can be passed as an argument to other functions for further use. Therefore, in this paper, we define the use in a double fetch to be a conditional check (read data for comparison), an assignment to other variables, a function call argument pass, or a computation using the fetched data. We need to take into consideration these double fetch characteristics.

For these reasons, identifying double-fetch bugs requires a dedicated analysis and previous approaches are either not applicable or not effective.

2.4 Coccinelle

Coccinelle [17] is a program matching and transformation engine with a dedicated language SmPL (Semantic Patch Language) for specifying desired matches and transformations in C code. Coccinelle was initially targeted for collateral evolution in Linux drivers, but now is widely used for finding and fixing bugs in systems code.

Coccinelle’s strategy for traversing control-flow graphs is based on temporal logic CTL (Computational Tree Logic) [3], and the pattern matching implemented on Coccinelle is path-sensitive, which achieves better code coverage. Coccinelle is highly optimized to improve performance when exhaustively traversing all the execution paths. Besides, Coccinelle is insensitive to newlines, spaces, comments, etc. Moreover, the pattern-based analysis is applied directly to the source code, therefore operations that are defined as macros, such as get_user() or __get_user(), will not be expanded during the matching, which facilitates the detection of double fetches based on the identification of transfer functions. Therefore, Coccinelle is a suitable tool for us to carry out our study of double fetches based on pattern matching.

3 Double Fetched in the Linux Kernel

In this paper, our study of double fetches in the Linux kernel is divided into two phases. As shown in Figure 4, in the first phase, we analyze the Linux kernel with the Coccinelle engine using a basic double-fetch pattern that identifies when a function has multiple invocations of a transfer function. Then we manually investigate the candidate files found by the pattern matching, to categorize the scenarios in which a double fetch occurs and when a double-fetch bug or vulnerability is prone to happen based on the context information that is relevant to the bug. In the second phase, based on the knowledge gained from the manual analysis, we developed a more precise analysis using the Coccinelle engine to systematically detect double-fetch bugs and vulnerabilities throughout the kernel, which we also used to additionally analyze FreeBSD and Android.

3.1 Basic Pattern Matching Analysis

There are situations in which a double fetch is hard to avoid, and there exist a large number of functions in the Linux kernel that fetch the same data twice. According to the definition, a double fetch can occur in the kernel when the same user data is fetched twice within a short interval. Therefore we can conclude a basic pattern that we will use to match all the potential double-fetch situations. The pattern matches the situation in which a kernel function is using transfer functions to fetch data from same user memory region at least twice. In the case of the Linux kernel, the transfer functions to match are mainly get_user() and copy_from_user() in all their variants. The pattern allows the target of the copy and the size of the copied data to be different, but the source of copy (the address in user space) must be the same. As shown in Figure 4, we implemented the basic pattern matching in the Coccinelle engine.

Our approach examines all source code files of the Linux kernel and checks whether a kernel function contains two or more invocations of transfer functions that fetch data from the same user pointer. From the 39,906 Linux source files, 17,532 files belong to drivers (44%), and 10,398 files belong to non-x86 hardware architec-
tures (26%) which cannot be analyzed with Jurczyk and Coldwind’s x86-based technique. We manually analyzed the matched kernel functions to infer knowledge on the characteristics of double fetches, i.e., how the user data is transferred to and used in the kernel, which helped us to carry out a categorization of double-fetch situations, as we discuss in Section 3.2. The manual analysis also helped us refine our pattern matching approach and more precisely detect actual double-fetch bugs, as explained in Section 3.3.

During the investigation, we noticed that there are plenty of cases where the transfer functions fetch data from different addresses or from the same address but with different offsets. For example, a kernel function may fetch the elements of a specific structure separately instead of copying the whole structure to the kernel. By adding different offsets to the start address of that structure, the kernel fetches different elements of the structure separately, which results in multiple fetches. Another common situation is adding a fixed offset to the source pointer, so as to process a long message separately, or just using self-increment (++) to process a message automatically in a loop. All these cases are false positives caused by the basic pattern matching, and 226 cases of our initial reports were identified as false positives, which have been automatically removed in our refined phase since they are not considered as double-fetch situations and cannot cause a double-fetch bug because every single piece of the message is only fetched once.

The first phase of our study concentrates on the understanding of the contexts in which double fetches are prone to happen, rather than on exhaustively finding potential double-fetch bugs. Even though the analysis and characterization is not fully automated, it only resulted in 90 candidates that needed manual investigation, which took only a few days to analyze them, making the needed manual effort of our approach acceptable.

### 3.2 Double Fetch Categorization

As we manually inspected the double fetch candidates, we noticed that there are three common scenarios in which double fetches are prone to happen, which we categorized as type selection, size checking and shallow copy. We now discuss these in detail.

Most of the time, copying data from the user space to the kernel space is straightforward via a single invocation of a transfer function. However, things get complicated when the data has a variable type or a variable length, depending on the data itself. Such data usually starts with a header, followed by the data’s body. In the following, we consider such data to be messages, as we empirically found that variable data was often used by drivers to pass messages to the hardware from user space.

Figure 5 illustrates the scenario: A message copied from the user space to the kernel (driver) space usually consists of two parts, the header and the body. The header contains some meta information about the message, such as an indicator of the message type or the size of the message body. Since messages have different types and the message lengths may also vary, the kernel usually fetches (copies) the header first to decide which buffer type needs to be created or how much space needs to be allocated for the complete message. A second fetch then copies the complete message into the allocated buffer of the specified type or size. The second fetch not only copies the body, but also copies the complete message including the header which has been fetched already. Because the header of the message is fetched (copied) twice, a double-fetch situation arises. The double-fetch situation turns into a double-fetch bug when the size or type information from the second fetch is used as the user may have changed the size or type information between the two fetches. If, for example, the size information is used to control buffer access, the double-fetch bug turns into a vulnerability.

The double-fetch situations where a message header is copied twice could easily be avoided by only copying the message body in the second fetch and then joining the header with the body. However, copying the complete message in the second step is more convenient, and therefore such a double-fetch situation occurs very often in the Linux kernel. Moreover, large parts of the Linux kernel are old, i.e., they have been developed before double-fetch bugs were known or understood. Therefore, we will discuss such double-fetch situations in the kernel in...
more detail and also highlight three cases we have found during the manual analysis.

3.2.1 Type Selection

A common scenario in which double fetches occur is when the message header is used for type selection. In other words, the header of the message is fetched first to recognize the message type and then the whole message is fetched and processed dependent on the identified type. We have observed that it is very common in the Linux kernel that one single function in a driver is designed to handle multiple types of messages by using a switch statement structure, in which each particular message type is fetched and then processed. The result of the first fetch (the message type) is used in the switch statement’s condition and in every case of the switch, the message is then copied by a second fetch to a local buffer of a specific type (and then processed).

Figure 6 shows an example of a double-fetch situation due to type selection in the file cxgb3_main.c, part of a network driver. The function cxgb_extension_ioctl() first fetches the type of the message (a command for the attached hardware) into cmd from the pointer into user space useraddr at line 2136. It then decides based on cmd which type the message has (e.g., CHELSIO_SET_QSET_PARAMS, CHELSIO_SET_QSET_NUM or CHELSIO_SETMTUTAB) and copies the complete message into the corresponding structure (of type ch_qset_params, ch_reg, ch_mtus, ...). The type of the message will be fetched a second time as part of the whole message (lines 2149, 2292, 2355 respectively). As long as the header part of the message is not used again, the double fetch in this situation does not cause a double-fetch bug. However, if the header part (the type/command) of the second fetch would be used again, problems could occur as a malicious user could have changed the header between the two fetches. In the case of cxgb_extension_ioctl(), a manual investigation revealed no first fetch of the type part in the buffers t, edata, m, ... and the double-fetch situation here does not cause a double-fetch vulnerability.

We found 11 occurrences of this double-fetch category, 9 of them in drivers. None of the 11 occurrences used the header part of the second fetch and therefore, they were not causing double-fetch bugs.

3.2.2 Size Checking

Another common scenario occurs when the actual length of the message can vary. In this scenario, the message header is used to identify the size of the complete message. The message header is copied to the kernel first to get the message size (first fetch), check it for validity, and allocate a local buffer of the necessary size, then a second fetch follows to copy the whole message, which also includes the header, into the allocated buffer. As long as only the size of the first fetch is used and not retrieved from the header of the second fetch, the double fetch in this situation does not cause a double-fetch vulnerability or bug. However, if the size is retrieved from the header of the second fetch and used, the kernel becomes vulnerable as a malicious user could have changed the size element of the header.

One such double-fetch bug (CVE-2016-6480) was found in file commctrl.c in the Adaptec RAID controller driver of the Linux 4.5. Figure 7 shows the responsible function ioctl_send_fib() which fetches data from user space pointed by pointer arg via copy_from_user() twice in line 81 and line 116. The
first fetched value is used to calculate a buffer size (line 90), to check the validity of the size (line 93), and to allocate a buffer of the calculated size (line 101), while the second copy (line 116) fetches the whole message with the calculated size. Note that the variable kfib pointing to the kernel buffer storing the message is reused in line 101. The header of the message is large and various elements of the header are used after the message has been fetched the second time (e.g., kfib->header.Command in line 121 and 129). The function also uses the size element of the header a second time in line 130, causing a double-fetch vulnerability as a malicious user could have changed the Size field of the header between the two fetches.

We observed 30 occurrences of such size checking double-fetch situations, 22 of which occur in drivers, and four of them (all in drivers) are vulnerable.

### 3.2.3 Shallow Copy

The last special case of double-fetch scenario we identified is what we call shallow copy issues. A shallow copy between user and kernel space happens when a buffer (the first buffer) in the user space is copied to the kernel space, and the buffer contains a pointer to another buffer in user space (the second buffer). A transfer function only copies the first buffer (a shallow copy) and the second buffer has to be copied by the second invocation of a transfer function (to perform a deep copy). Sometimes it is necessary to copy data from user space into kernel space, act on the data, and copy the data back into user space. Such data is usually contained in the second buffer in user space and pointed to by a pointer in the first buffer in user space containing additional data. The transfer functions perform shallow copies and therefore data pointed to in the buffer copied by a transfer function must be explicitly copied as well, so as to perform a deep copy. Such deep copies will cause multiple invocations of transfer functions which are not necessarily double fetches as each transfer function is invoked with a different buffer to be copied. We observed 31 of such situations, 19 of them in drivers.

The complexity of performing a deep copy with transfer functions that only do shallow copies can cause programmers to introduce bugs, and we found one such bug in file sclp_ctl.c of the IBM S/390 SCLP console driver, where the bug is caused by a shallow copy issue (CVE-2016-6130). The function sclp_ctl_ioctl_sccb in Figure 8 performs a shallow copy of a data structure from user space pointed to by sclp_ctl_ioctl_sccb_user_area into sclp_ctl_sccb (line 61). To do a deep copy, it then has to copy another data structure from user space pointed to by sclp_ctl_sccb. However, the size of the

![Figure 8: A Double-Fetch Bug in sclp_ctl.c (CVE-2016-6130)](image)
data structure is variable, causing a size checking scenario. In order to copy the data, it first fetches the header of the data structure into the newly created kernel space pointed to by sccb (line 68) to get the data length in sccb->length which is checked for validity in line 72. Then, based on sccb->length, it copies the whole content with a second fetch in line 74. Finally at line 81, the data is copied back to the user space. While it looks like both invocations of the transfer functions in lines 74 and 81 use the same length sccb->length, line 81 actually uses the value as copied in line 74 (the second fetch) while line 74 uses the value from the first fetch.

Again, this is a double-fetch bug as a user may have changed the value between the two fetches in lines 68 and 74. However, this double-fetch bug is not causing a vulnerability because neither can the kernel be crashed by an invalid size given to a transfer function, nor can information leakage occur when the kernel copies back data beyond the size that it received earlier because the copied buffer is located in its own memory page. An attempt to trigger the bug will simply end in termination of the system call with an error code in line 82. The double-fetch bug has been eliminated in Linux 4.6.

3.3 Refined Double-Fetch Bug Detection

In this section, we present the second phase of our study which uses a refined double-fetch bug detection approach that is again based on the Coccinelle matching engine. While the first phase of our study was to identify and categorize scenarios in which double fetches occur, the second phase exploited the gained knowledge from the first phase to design an improved analysis targeted at specifically identifying double-fetch bugs and vulnerabilities.

As shown in Figure 9, in addition to the basic double-fetch pattern matching rule (Rule 0), which is triggered when two reads fetch data from the same source location, we added the following five additional rules to improve precision as well as discover corner cases. The Coccinelle engine applies these rules one by one when analyzing the source files. A double-fetch bug could involve different transfer functions, therefore, we have to take the four transfer functions that copy data from user space (get_user(), __get_user(), copy_from_user(), __copy_from_user()) into consideration. We use trans_func() in Figure 9 to represent any possible transfer functions in the Linux kernel.

Rule 1: No pointer change. The most critical rule in detecting double-fetch bugs is keeping the user pointer unchanged between two fetches. Otherwise, different data is fetched each time instead of the same data being double-fetched, and false positives can be caused. As can be seen from Rule 1 in Figure 9, this change might include cases of self-increment (++), adding an offset, or assignment of another value, and the corresponding subtraction situations.

Rule 2: Pointer aliasing. Pointer aliasing is common in double-fetch situations. In some cases, the user pointer is assigned to another pointer, because the original pointer might be changed (e.g., processing long messages section by section within a loop), while using two pointers is more convenient, one for checking the data, and the other for using the data. As can be seen from Rule 2 in Figure 9, this kind of assignment might appear at the beginning of a function or in the middle between the two fetches. Missing aliasing situation could cause false negatives.

Rule 3: Explicit type conversion. Explicit pointer type conversion is widely used when the kernel is fetching data from user space. For instance, in the size checking scenario, a message pointer would be converted to a header pointer to get the header in the first fetch, then used again as a message pointer in the second fetch. As can be seen from Rule 3 in Figure 9, any of the two source pointers could involve type conversion. Missing type conversion situations could cause false negatives. In addition, explicit pointer type conversions are usually combined with pointer aliasing, causing the same memory region to be manipulated by two types of pointers.

Rule 4: Combination of element fetch and pointer fetch. In some cases, a user pointer is used to both fetch the whole data structure as well as fetching only a part by dereferencing the pointer to an element of the data structure. For instance, in the size checking scenario, a user pointer is first used to fetch the message length by get_user(len, ptr->len), then to copy the whole message in the second fetch by copy_from_user(msg, ptr, len), which means the two fetches are not using exactly the same pointer as the transfer function arguments, but they cover the same location.
value semantically. As we can see from Rule 4 in Figure 9, this situation may use a user pointer or the address of the data structure as the argument of the transfer functions. This situation usually appears with explicit pointer type conversion, and false negatives could be caused if this situation is missed.

Rule 5: Loop involvement. Since Coccinelle is path-sensitive, when a loop appears in the code, one transfer function call in a loop will be reported as two calls, which could cause false positives. Besides, as can be seen from Rule 5 in Figure 9, when there are two fetches in a loop, the second fetch of the last iteration and the first fetch of the next iteration will be matched as a double fetch. This case should be removed as false positive because the user pointer should have been changed when crossing the iterations and these two fetches are getting different values. Moreover, cases that use an array to copy different values inside a loop also cause false positives.

4 Evaluation

In this section, we present the evaluation of our study, which includes two parts: the statistics of the manual analysis, and the results of the refined approach when applied to three open source kernels: Linux, Android, and FreeBSD. We obtained the most up-to-date versions available at the time of the analysis.

4.1 Statistics and Analysis

In Linux 4.5, there are 52,881 files in total and 39,906 of them are source files (with a file extension of .c or .h), which are our analysis targets (other files are ignored). 17,532 source files belong to drivers (44%). After the basic pattern matching of the source files and the manual inspection to remove false positives, we obtained 90 double-fetch candidate files for further inspection. We categorized the candidates into the three double-fetch scenarios Size Checking, Type Selection, and Shallow Copy. They are the most common cases on how a double fetch occurs while user space data is copied to the kernel space and how the data is then used in the kernel. We have discussed these scenarios in detail with real double-fetch bug examples in the previous section. As shown in Table 1, of the 90 candidates we found, 30 were related to the size checking scenario, 11 were related to the type selection scenario, and 31 were related to the shallow copy scenario, accounting for 33%, 12%, and 34% respectively. 18 candidates did not fit into one of the three scenarios.

Furthermore, 57 out of the 90 candidates were part of Linux drivers and among them, 22 were size checking related, 9 were type selection related and 19 were shallow copy related.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Occurrences</th>
<th>In Drivers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Size Checking</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type Selection</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shallow Copy</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Refined Double-Fetch Bug Detection Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kernel</th>
<th>Total Files</th>
<th>Reported Files</th>
<th>True Bugs</th>
<th>Size Check.</th>
<th>Type Sel.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Linux 4.5</td>
<td>39,906</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Android 6.0.1</td>
<td>35,313</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FreeBSD</td>
<td>32,830</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Most importantly, we found five previously unknown double-fetch bugs which include four size checking scenarios and one shallow copy scenario which also belongs to the size checking scenario. Three of them are exploitable vulnerabilities. The five bugs have been reported and they all have been confirmed by the developers and have meanwhile been fixed. From the statistical result, we can observe the following:

1. 57 out of 90 (63%) of the candidates were driver related and 22 out of 30 (73%) of the size checking cases, 9 out of 11 (82%) of the type selection cases and 19 out of 31 (61%) of the shallow copy cases occur in drivers.

2. 4 out of 5 (80%) of the double-fetch bugs we found inside drivers and belong to the size checking category.

Overall, this leads to the conclusion that most double fetches do not cause double-fetch bugs and that double fetches are more likely to occur in drivers. However, as soon as a double fetch is due to size checking, developers have to be careful: Four out of 22 size checking scenarios in drivers turned out to be double-fetch bugs.

4.2 Analysis of Three Open Source Kernels

Based on the double fetch basic pattern matching and manual analysis, we refined our double fetch pattern and developed a new double-fetch bug detection analysis based on the Coccinelle engine. In order to fully evaluate our approach, we analyzed three popular open source kernels, namely Linux, Android, and FreeBSD. Results are shown in Table 2.
For the Linux kernel, the experiment was conducted on version 4.5, which was the newest version when the experiment was conducted. The analysis took about 10 minutes and reported 53 candidate files. An investigation of the 53 candidates revealed five true double-fetch bugs, which were also found by the previous manual analysis. Among the reported files, 23 were size checking related, and 6 were type selection related.

For Android, even though it uses Linux as its kernel as well, we analyzed version 6.0.1 which is based on Linux 3.18. There are still differences between the Android kernel and original Linux kernel: A kernel for Android is a mainstream Linux kernel, with additional drivers for the specific Android device, and other additional functionality, such as enhanced power management or faster graphics support. Our analysis took about 9 minutes and reported 48 candidate files, including seven files that were not included in the original Linux kernel reports. Among the reported candidates, three were true double-fetch bugs, including two that were shared with the Linux 4.5 report above, and one that was only reported for Android. Among the results, 18 candidates were size checking related, and six candidates were type selection related.

For FreeBSD, we needed to change the transfer functions __copy_from_user() and __copy_from_user() to the corresponding ones in FreeBSD. copyin() and copyin_nofault(). We obtained the source code from the master branch3. This analysis took about 2 minutes and only 16 files were reported, but none of them turned out to be a vulnerable double-fetch bug. Among the reported candidates, eight were size checking related, and three were type selection related. It is interesting to note that 5 out of these 16 files were benign double fetches, which would have been double-fetch bugs but were prevented by additional checking schemes. The developers of FreeBSD seem to be more aware of double-fetch bugs and try to actively prevent them. In comparison, for Linux, only 5 out of the 53 reports were protected by additional checking schemes.

In this experiment, we only counted the size checking and type selection cases because the refined pattern matching approach discards shallow copy cases that are not able to cause a double-fetch bug. Our approach matches the double fetch pattern that fetches data from the same memory region, which ignores the first buffer fetches in the case of a shallow copy and only considers multiple fetches to the same second buffer. Such shallow copy cases usually combine with other scenarios such as size checking and type selection. In Table 2, the size checking cases of the Linux kernel also includes one case that occurred in a shallow copy scenario.

5 Discussion

In this section, we discuss the discovered double-fetch bugs and vulnerabilities in Linux 4.5 and how double-fetch bugs can be prevented in the presence of double-fetch situations. We also interpret our findings and the limitations of our approach.

5.1 Detected Bugs and Vulnerabilities

Based on our approach, we found six double-fetch bugs in total. Five of them are previously unknown bugs that have not been reported before (CVE-2016-5728, -6130, -6136, -6156, -6480), and the sixth one (CVE-2015-1420) is a double-fetch bug present in the newest Android (version 6.0.1) which is based on an older Linux kernel (version 3.18) containing the bug, which has been fixed in the mainline Linux kernel since Linux 4.1. Three of the five new bugs are exploitable double-fetch vulnerabilities (CVE-2016-5728, -6136, -6480). Four of the five are in drivers (CVE-2016-5728, -6130, -6156, -6480). All bugs have been reported to the Linux kernel maintainers who have confirmed them. All of these reported bugs are fixed as of Linux 4.8. We did not find any new double-fetch bugs in FreeBSD. Details on the detected bugs are shown in Table 3.

The presented approach identifies a large number of double-fetch situations for which only a small number are double-fetch bugs (or even vulnerabilities). However, even though the cases we call benign double-fetch situations are not currently faulty, they could easily turn into a double-fetch bug or vulnerability when the code is updated without paying special attention to the double-fetch situation. We observed an occurrence of such a situation when investigating the patch history of the double-fetch bug CVE-2016-5728. A reuse of the fetched value was introduced when the developer moved functionality from the MIC host driver into the Virtio Over PCIe (VOP) driver, therefore introducing a double-fetch bug. A major part of our future work will be preventing such benign double fetch situations from turning into harmful ones.

We did not find any false negatives while manually checking random samples of Linux kernel source code files.

5.2 Comparison

Only a few systematic studies have been conducted on double fetches. Bochspwn [14, 13] is the only approach similar enough to warrant a comparison with. An analysis of Linux 3.5.0 with Bochspwn did not find any double-fetch bug, while producing up to 200KB of double fetch logs. In the same kernel, our approach identi-
Table 3: Description of Identified Double Fetch Bugs and Vulnerabilities (*)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IDs</th>
<th>File</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| CVE-2016-5728* | mic_virtio.c (Virtual I/O Over PCIe) driver  
                        Linux 4.5 | Race condition in the vop_ioctl function allows local users to obtain sensitive information from kernel memory or cause a denial of service (memory corruption and system crash) by changing a certain header, aka a “double fetch” vulnerability.  
Belongs to the size checking scenario. |
| CVE-2016-6130 | sclp_ctl.c IBM S/390 SCLP console driver  
                        Linux 4.5 | Race condition in the sclp_ctl_ioctl_sccb function allows local users to obtain sensitive information from kernel memory by changing a certain length value, aka a “double fetch” vulnerability.  
Belongs to the size checking scenario. |
| CVE-2016-6136* | auditsc.c Linux auditing subsystem  
                        Linux 4.5 | Race condition in the audit_log_single_execve_arg function allows local users to bypass intended character-set restrictions or disrupt system-call auditing by changing a certain string, aka a “double fetch” vulnerability.  
Belongs to the size checking scenario. |
| CVE-2016-6156 | cros_ec_dev.c Chrome OS Embedded Controller driver  
                        Linux 4.5 | Race condition in the ec_device_ioctl_xcmd function allows local users to cause a denial of service (out-of-bounds array access) by changing a certain size value, aka a “double fetch” vulnerability.  
Belongs to the size checking scenario. |
| CVE-2015-1420* | fhandle.c Android 6.0.1, (Linux 3.18)  
                        Linux 4.5 | Race condition in the handle_to_path function allows local users to cause a denial of service (out-of-bounds array access) by changing a certain size value, aka a “double fetch” vulnerability.  
Belongs to the size checking scenario. |

We identified 3 out of the above discussed 6 double-fetch bugs (the other 3 bugs we found are in files that were not present in Linux 3.5.0).

It is likely that Bochspwn could not find these bugs because they were present in drivers. Indeed, dynamic approaches cannot support drivers without corresponding hardware or simulations of hardware. Bochspwn reported an instruction coverage of only 28% for the kernel, while our approach statically analyses the complete source code.

As for efficiency, our approach takes only a few minutes to conduct a path-sensitive exploration of the source code of the whole Linux kernel. In contrast, Bochspwn introduces a severe runtime overhead. For instance, their simulator needs 15 hours to boot the Windows kernel.

While it only took a few days to investigate the 90 double-fetch situations, Jurczyk and Coldwind did not report the time they needed to investigate the 200KB of double fetch logs generated by their simulator.

5.3 Double-Fetch Bug Prevention

Even though we provide an analysis to detect double-fetch bugs, developers must still be aware of how they occur and preemptively prevent double-fetch bugs. Human mistakes are to be expected in driver development when dealing with variable messages leading to new double-fetch situations.

(1) Don’t Copy the Header Twice. Double-fetch situations can be completely avoided if the second fetch only copies the message body and not the complete message which copies the header a second time. For example, the double-fetch vulnerability in Android 6.0.1 (Linux 3.18) is resolved in Linux 4.1 by only copying the body in the second fetch.

(2) Use the Same Value. A double-fetch situation turns into a bug when there is a use of the “same” data from both fetch operations because a (malicious) user can change the data between the two fetches. If developers only use the data from one of the fetches, problems are avoided. According to our investigation, most of the double-fetch situations are benign because they only use the first fetched value.
(3) Overwrite Data. There are also situations in which the data has to be fetched and used twice, for example, the complete message is passed to a different function for processing. One way to resolve the situation and eliminate the double-fetch bug is to overwrite the header from the second fetch with the header that has been fetched first. Even if a malicious user changed the header between the two fetches, the change would have no impact. This approach is widely adopted in FreeBSD code, such as in `sys/dev/aacraid/aacraid.c` and `sys/dev/aacraid/aacraid.c`.

(4) Compare Data. Another way to resolve a double-fetch bug is to compare the data from the first fetch to the data of the second fetch before using it. If the data is not the same, the operation must be aborted.

(5) Synchronize Fetches. The last way to prevent a double-fetch bug is to use synchronization approaches to guarantee the atomicity of two inseparable operations, such as locks or critical sections. As long as we guarantee that the fetched value cannot be changed between the two fetches, then nothing wrong will come out of fetching multiple times. However, this approach will incur performance penalties for the kernel, as synchronization is introduced on a critical section.

Since the Compare Data approach does not need to modify very much of the source code, most of the identified double-fetch bugs we found have been patched in this way by the Linux developers (CVE-2016-5728, -6130, -6156, -6480). If the overlapped data sections from the two fetches are not the same, the kernel will now return an error. One can argue that it would have been better to avoid the double fetch of the headers with any of the other first three recommendations. However, comparing the data has two advantages: it not only allow detecting attacks by malicious users but also protects from situation in which the data is changed without malicious intent (e.g., by some bug in user space code).

We have implemented the Compare Data approach in Coccinelle as an automatic patch that injects code to compare the data from the first fetch with the data from the second fetch at places where a double-fetch bug has been found. It is able to automatically patch all size checking double-fetch bugs, which accounts for most of the identified bugs (5/6).

5.4 Interpretation of Results

Double fetches are a fundamental problem for kernel development. Popular operating systems like Windows, Linux, Android, and FreeBSD all had double-fetch bugs and vulnerabilities in the past. Double-fetch issues have a long history, and one bug we identified (CVE-2016-6480) has existed for over ten years.

Double fetches are prevalent and sometimes inevitable in kernels. We categorized three typical double fetch scenarios from the occurrences we detected. 63% of these double fetches occur in drivers, which implies that drivers are the hard-hit area. Four out of the five new bugs belong to any double-fetch bug in Linux, where our static approach found some, demonstrating the power of a simple static analysis.

In the Linux kernel, double-fetch bugs are more complex than in Windows because transfer functions separate the fetches from the uses in a double-fetch bug, making it harder to separate benign from vulnerable double fetches. A previous dynamic approach has not found any double-fetch bug in Linux, where our static approach found some, demonstrating the power of a simple static analysis.

Our approach requires manual inspection, however, the manual inspection does not have to be repeated for the full kernel as future analyses can be limited to changed files. Moreover, developing a static analysis that automatically identifies double-fetch bugs with higher accuracy would have cost much more time than developing our current approach, running it on different kernels, and the manual investigating the results together. Also, before our analysis and categorization, it was not known in which situations double-fetch bugs occur in the Linux kernel—knowledge that was needed in order to design a more precise static double-fetch bug analysis. With the refined approach, one would only have had to look at the 53 potential double-fetch bugs, not at all 90 double-fetch situations. Therefore, the manual analysis part of our approach is inevitable but highly beneficial.

As for prevention, all of the four size checking bugs are patched by the Compare Data method, indicating the double fetches are not avoided completely as the patched situations still abort the client program by returning an error. Moreover, even benign double-fetch situations are not safe because they can turn into harmful ones easily. One such bug (CVE-2016-5728 ) was introduced from a benign double-fetch situation by a code update. However, most of these potential cases are not fixed as they are currently not vulnerable.

Even if a double fetch is benign, i.e., is not vulnerable, it can be considered a performance issue since one of the fetches (invocations of the transfer functions) is redundant.

5.5 Limitations

We focused on analyzing situations in which double fetches occur in Linux with a pattern-based analysis of the source code. However, the nature of the analysis prevents the detection of double fetches that occur on a lower level, e.g., in preprocessed or compiled code.
Double-fetch bugs can even occur in macros. In one such case [24], the macro fetches a pointer twice, the first time to test for NULL and the second time to use it. However, due to the potential pointer change between the two fetches, a null-pointer crash may be caused.

A double-fetch bug can also be introduced through compiler optimization. It then occurs in the compiled binary but not in the source code. Wilhelm [37] recently found such a compiler-generated double-fetch bug in the Xen Hypervisor, which is because the pointers to shared memory regions are not labeled as volatile, allowing the compiler to turn a single memory access into multiple accesses at the binary level, since it assumes that the memory will not be changed.

6 Related Work

So far, research conducted on double-fetch analysis has exclusively focused on dynamic analysis, whereas we proposed a static analysis approach. In addition to the already discussed work on Bochspwn [14, 13], there are also a few related studies as follows.

Wilhelm [37] used a similar approach to Bochspwn to analyze memory access pattern of para-virtualized devices’ backend components. His analysis identified 39 potential double fetch issues and discovered three novel security vulnerabilities in security-critical backend components. One of the discovered vulnerabilities does not exist in the source code but is introduced through compiler optimization (see the discussion in Section 5.5). Moreover, another discovered vulnerability in the source code is usually not exploitable because the compiler optimizes the code in a way that the second fetch is replaced with a reuse of the value of the first fetch.

Double-fetch race conditions are very similar to Time-Of-Check to Time-Of-Use (TOCTOU) race conditions caused by changes occurring between checking a condition and the use of the check’s result (by which the condition no longer holds). The data inconsistency in TOCTOU is usually caused by a race condition that results from improper synchronized concurrent accesses to a shared object. There are varieties of shared objects in any computer system, such as files [2], sockets [36] and memory locations [39], therefore, a TOCTOU can exist in different layers throughout the system. TOCTOU race conditions often occur in file systems and numerous approaches [5, 9, 18, 4, 27] have been proposed to solve these problems, but there is still no general, secure way for applications to access file systems in a race-free way.

Watson [36] worked on exploiting wrapper concurrency vulnerabilities that come from system call interposition. He focused on the wrapper vulnerabilities that will lead to security issues such as privilege escalation and audit bypass. By identifying resources relevant to access control, audit, or other security functionality that are accessed concurrently across a trust boundary, he found vulnerabilities from the wrappers and demonstrated the exploit techniques with examples. He also categorized the Time-Of-Audit to Time-Of-Use and Time-Of-Replacement to Time-Of-Use issues in addition to the Time-Of-Check to Time-Of-Use issue. However, he focused on the system call interposition security extensions rather than the kernel as we do. He did not provide details of how he found these vulnerabilities either.

Yang et al. [39] cataloged concurrency attacks in the wild by studying 46 different types of exploits and presented their characteristics. They pointed out that the risk of concurrency attacks was proportional to the duration of the vulnerability window. Moreover, they found that previous TOCTOU detection and prevention techniques are too specific and cannot detect or prevent general concurrency attacks.

Coccinelle [17], the program matching and transformation engine we use in our approach, was initially targeted for collateral evolution in Linux drivers, but now is widely used for finding and fixing bugs in systems code. With Coccinelle, Nicolas et al. [26, 25] performed a study of all the versions of Linux released between 2003 and 2011, ten years after the work of Chou et al. [7], who gave the first thorough study on faults found in Linux. Nicolas et al. pointed out that the kind of faults considered ten years ago were still relevant, and were still present in both new and existing files. They also found that the rate of the considered kinds of faults were falling in the driver directory, which supported Chou et al.

7 Conclusion

This work provides the first (to the best of our knowledge) static analysis of double fetches in the Linux kernel. It is the first approach able to detect double-fetch vulnerabilities in the complete kernel including all drivers and all hardware architectures (which was impossible using dynamic approaches). Based on our pattern-based static analysis, we categorized three typical scenarios in which double fetches are prone to occur. We also provide recommended solutions, specific to typical double-fetch scenarios we found in our study, to prevent double-fetch bugs and vulnerabilities. One solution is used to automatically patch double-fetch bugs, which is able to automatically patch all discovered bugs occurring in the size-checking scenario.

Where a known dynamic analysis of the Linux, FreeBSD, and OpenBSD kernels found no double-fetch bug, our static analysis discovered six real double-fetch bugs, five of which are previously unknown bugs, and three of which are exploitable double-fetch vulnerabilities. All of the reported bugs have been confirmed and
fixed by the maintainers. Our approach has been adopted by the Coccinelle team and is currently being integrated into the Linux kernel patch vetting.
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